260 GREEK LANGUAGE IN THE BYZANTINE PERIOD
masculine terminations of the present participle active are
used for the feminine: an example is (the nominative)
ywatK€$ opwovras, women swearing. Then later the accusa-
tive singular masculine is used without distinction of gender
or number or case. These uses have been called barbarous,
but when we find in modern Greek the indeclinable par-
ticiple in -ovra and the more developed form in -ovra?, we
shall be likely to think that all these seemingly barbarous
forms were in actual use: they are not real barbarisms, but
rather they prove that in actual usage the linguistic sense for
the declined participle was breaking down, and that the
undeclined participle of the modern language, with its
special use, was gradually taking its place.1 A real barbarism
is a sort of linguistic Melchisedek, 'without father, without
mother, without descent': these masculine for feminine
forms are a part of the history of the language.
The use of the third person of the reflexive pronoun for
the first and second persons is found already in Hellenistic
Greek, and continues to be common: thus the eleventh-
century text Barlaam and loasaph contains a number of
examples.2 This again we cannot call a barbarism, because
in modern Greek €Wro(v, and even though less commonly
€jLtauTo(v, is used for all three persons: an example is /cu'rrafa
rov eavro povy I took a look at myself*
Modern Greek usage can therefore help us towards a
knowledge of the spoken language of the Byzantine period.
Sometimes^ however, in the medieval texts we meet with
forms that belong neither to the classical nor to the modern
language. Such forms, if well established, are not to be
rejected as mere barbarisms, but are to be regarded as inter-
1	For this see Hatzidakis, Einlsitung in die neugriechische Grammatik, p. 144,
with many examples, from which I take the one in the text.
2	e.g. on p. 270 in the Loeb edition (St. John Damascene, Barlaam and loasaph,
London, 1914) we find Qyaavpov eavr<a ci$ to fic'AAov aavAov ffyaaupeaov, and on
p. 290: rats ap€ra.Ls 20i£e e'aurov.  I accept Peeters's argument that this text is not
by John of Damascus, but by Euthymius, Abbot of Iviron on Athos. For further
discussion see Analecta bdlandiana> vol. xlix (1931), pp. 276-312; and Byxantion,
vol. vii, p. 692.
3	For this and many other examples see Louis Roussel, Grammaire descriptive
du Romeique litteraire (Paris, n.d. [1922?]), p. 125.   For instances of the usage
in Barlaam and loasaph see Loeb edition (cited note 2 supra) at pp. 40, 270,
284, &c.

